
Greetings Fellow Roleplayers

Welcome aboard the USS Columbia!

WHAT IS OUR ROLEPLAY BASED ON

This sim's roleplay is based on the fundamental rule that if you make fun they will come. We have 
decided to bring back elements of the old glory days of "Dungeon & Dragons" dice style roleplay. 

What we have done is taken elements of that game and created it here in Second life. We use a variety 
of ways, from Away missions, crew interactions and Quests, to provide as real of a Roleplaying 
experience as we can.

We are NOT a Star Trek sim. We are a bunch of Roleplayers playing the game of Star Trek. 

Big difference! 

You will not find rank driven roleplay with bullies and egotistical maniacs. Nor will you find a saluting 
goose stepping military driven atmosphere. There are no Marines here. This is PURE Star Trek, the 
way it was suppose to be, "Exploring Strange New Worlds and Seeking Out New Lifeforms"

Gene Roddenbury believed in I.D.I.C. Infinite diversity in infinite things, he founded Star Trek on this 
notion and we believe we would agree with the notion that virtually anything is possible. 

We accept the appearance of furry avatars wishing the play a star trek character within the scope of star 
trek. That scope will be on a case by case basis, this extends beyond furry avatars to any avatar, if a 
human wants to join for example they will have to wear a uniform or wear appropriate attire within the 
scope of star trek such as a civilian role.

Most of all ... HAVE FUN AND DON'T TAKE THINGS TOO SERIOUSLY... After all its only a 
game :)

WHEN, WHERE AND WHAT IS USS COLUMBIA

The time in which we are roleplaying is 2380's. The USS Columbia is an "Aquila" class Federation 
Starship on its very own five year mission. It will be closely patterned after the show, exploring strange
new worlds, interacting with new civilizations and of course character development among the crew
.

HOW WILL ROLEPLAY BE GENERATED

Roleplay is the reason why we are here. With this in mind the sim will be full of roleplaying 
opportunities.



Roleplay can be generated anywhere, everywhere. Through social interaction, work teams, orders from 
mission officers and a new element .... Quests! A golden rule to Roleplay ... you go and make the 
roleplay, don't wait for the roleplay to come to you.

A key element to our Roleplay is the notices generated in the USS Columbia Group chat. READ 
THEM!!!

We cant empathize this enough. I know allot of you turn off notices because of the volume you receive 
from other places. Go ahead, turn the others off BUT KEEP USS COLUMBIA ON!! The roleplay is 
featured here and lots of clues and information can be gleaned from that group chat.

WHAT ARE ALL THESE GOOFY NAMED NPC'S I SEE???

"Quests" are a part of our fun. Clues will be given on the USS COLUMBIA chat where you will be 
directed to a certain character. In those characters there maybe further clues, or a map, or an item of 
great importance, really just about anything. When you accomplish a quest you will receive "Tokens" 
that will allow you to redeem for character enhancements for roleplaying scenarios. In addition their 
will be awards at years end. The goal is to get people moving about roleplaying and using quests to 
supplement that roleplay.

CURRENCY

WHERE DO WE USE THE CURRENCY?

We understand that currency has little use on a Starship and that money had been eliminated in the 
Federation however not all cultures have. There will be times when on away Missions, Diplomatic 
missions, discovering new civilizations, Merchant Trade or a friendly on-ship poker game where 
currency will be needed

The USS Columbia uses Gold Pressed Latinum as its planetary currency. 

(Federation Credit amounts according to cannon was Unmanageable)

The 4 forms of Gold Pressed Latinum currency is as follows ...

Slips
Strips
Bars
Brick

100 slips = 1 strip (2000 Slips equals 1 Bar)
20 strips = 1 bar
5 Bars = 1 brick 

(NOTE: Make sure you look closely and notice the difference between SLIPS and STRIPS :))



CREW SALARIES

All Roleplayers will receive the same salary: 

1 Bar of GPL per month per player

Wealth will be accumulated through monthly wages, quests and old fashioned bartering and services 
that you create through your roleplay. Also a very BIG way to make GPL is through the acquisition of 
"Paradise Cubes" What are they you might ask ... heh heh heh stay tuned. smirks

The Quartermaster (Currently Jescha) will distribute your salaries and cash in any "Paradise cubes" you
find during quests. However, I am overseeing the game system and any questions or problems should 
be directed to me.

Salaries MUST be requested during the calendar month (We will not chase after you) and will not be 
paid out late. In addition the Player MUST be active on the sim. "Active" is defined as playing more 
that 10 hrs a week on sim.

The currency will come in the form of an "Object" to place in a folder in your inventory. If you start to 
amass wealth then you can exchange those objects into higher denominations. The objects will be 
Transferable only. NO copy or MODIFY.  When making an exchange simply transfer or share that 
object "GPL" to another person.

I will be keeping tabs on who receives their salary, so DON'T cheat. I am a big believer in the honor 
system. So don't even try to double dip ... Ohhh and for you aspiring counterfeiters out there, there are 
ways of keeping track of that too. (Smirks)

For now, NO robberies or bank heists! We still have to work out the combat system and need time for 
folks to accumulate some funds. However,  Merchant Roleplay is highly encouraged so have fun.

WHAT TO CHARGE?

In short, anything you want, however make the price too high and whatever it is your trying to sell, 
whether goods or services, simply wont sell. So as a handy reference, refer to the comparison chart 
below:

1 slip equals .$1
1 strip equals $100
1 Bar equals $2000
1 Brick $10000

Now think in real life how much you would spend for what you are trying to sell. Lets say its a dress or
suit ... a similar dress or suit in RL would cost you $200 Simply ask for 2 Strips or 200 Slips of gold 
pressed Latinum, it's that easy!



PARADISE CUBES, TOKENS & QUESTS ROLEPLAY

OVERVIEW

The system is based on gathering “Paradise Cubes” planted throughout our roleplay areas of the sim. 
When one of the “Paradise Cubes” is discovered the roleplayer will click on the cube and receive a 
notecard. There they will find a notecard that will outline what they found, its rarity and market value. 
Also on the card will be 4 choices, each choice you make will have an amount of tokens for that choice.
More about tokens later.

Sometimes, the notecards will contain the beginnings of a Roleplay Story Arc. Instead of 4 action 
choices you will receive step by step instructions of the part you will play in the beginning of a 
roleplay. Simply follow the instructions given.

Or perhaps, like a scavenger hunt you need to collect a number of Paradise cube to obtain a Paradise 
Cube of immense value. Simply follow the instructions on the card. Sometimes NPC's will be used to 
guide you from one cube to another. So be on the watch for those characters.

*Below is an example of a Notecard:

YOU HAVE FOUND!!!!

A neutered Tribble

RARITY: Common
AVE MARKET VALUE: 1 Slip GPL (Gold Pressed Latinum)

If you keep it:
+5 George & Gracie Token

If you give it to Starfleet Science:
+1 Soong Token

If you give it to a Klingon:
+5  Q Token

If you give it to the Pet store
+1 Ferengnar Token

*You may receive a Card like this ...

OOPS SHOULDNT HAVE TOUCHED THAT!!!!

A Slimy Frog



RARITY: Common
AVE MARKET VALUE: 1 Slip GPL (Gold Pressed Latinum)

RP Guidelines:
Go to Medical Sickbay and roleplay getting treated for a case of warts

TOKENS

In each Paradise Cube that the player has "Action Choices", the player much choose only one. The 
choice he/she makes applies to a specific Token that reflects the players personality. So if the player is a
"Good Player" then they would choose Good actions. If the player is more on the "Dark Side" then 
those choices would tend to be toward the dark side of things.

The tokens are gathered and can be cashed in for powerful RP Cards that will aid you in your 
adventures. In addition there will be an Awards Banquet where the Roleplayer with the most specific 
tokens will win that specific award. 

Below is a list of the current Token categories and their meanings:

RISA TOKENS: Given to the roleplayer who promotes peace in roleplay and their actions reflect a 
consideration of other roleplayers feelings and needs

SOONG TOKENS: Given to the roleplayer who promotes advancements in the Field of Science during
their roleplay interactions

DYSONS SPHERE TOKEN: Given to the roleplayer who promotes advancements in the Field of 
Engineering during their roleplay interactions

MEDICAL EMERGENCY HOLOGRAM TOKEN: Given to the roleplayer who promotes 
advancements in the Field of Medicine during their roleplay interactions

ARGOSIAN TOKEN: Given to the roleplayer who promotes advancements in the Field of Security 
during their roleplay interactions

GEORGE & GRACIE TOKEN: Given to the roleplayer who promotes love and care for non intelligent
animal species that inhabits the universe and the Ecology

THE Q TOKEN: Given to the roleplayer who promotes fun and humor into their roleplay. Generally 
this player will be known as a practical joker and prankster.

THE FERENGINAR TOKEN: Given to the roleplayer who main focus in roleplay is the accumulation 
of wealth. This roleplayer truly believes Gold Pressed Latinum is their best friend

THE ORION TOKEN: Given to the roleplayer who main focus in roleplay is Mafia style behavior. 
This roleplayer reflects in action the traits of a criminal and will think nothing of using any means to 



achieve their goals

THE TAL'SHIAR TOKEN: Given to the roleplayer who main focus in roleplay is espionage, spying 
and secret behavior. This roleplayer reflects in action the traits of a true intelligence operative whether 
good or bad

THE BAT'LETH TOKEN: Given to the roleplayer who main focus in roleplay is that of a warrior. This 
roleplayer reflects in action the traits of a true warrior, courage honor and duty

THE GENE RODDENBERRY AWARD: Given to the roleplayer who has accumulated the most tokens
of all categories. Truly a roleplaying dynamo and one who is a good example for others to follow.

Tokens are actual objects you will collect as you roleplay.. When you collect a certain amount you will 
get a Token Award Card. These cards will be similar to Monopoly's "Get out of Jail" card. They will be 
extremely valuable for your roleplay..

SUMMARY OF TOKEN AWARD CARDS

*Risa Tokens

Collect 10 Risa Tokens and receive:

"No Attack Award Card"
Upon combat this card will be presented and all attacks on your character will be nullified for one 
round

*Soong Tokens

Collect 10 Soong Tokens and receive:

"No Cyber Attack Award Card"
Upon combat this card will be presented and all attacks on your character by an AI, alien artifact, Borg,
V'ger etc will be nullified for one round

*Dysons Sphere Tokens

Collect 10 Dysons Sphere Tokens and receive:

"Immediate Repair Award Card"
Upon a roleplay situation this card will be presented and all Equipment and ship repairs attempted by 
your character will be successful. Can be used only once per Roleplay Scenario

*Medical Emergency Hologram Tokens



Collect 10 EMH Tokens and receive:

"All Character Combat Damage repaired"
Upon combat this card will be presented and all Damage on your character will be erased. Can be only 
used once per Roleplay Scenario

*Angosian Tokens

Collect 10 Angosian Tokens and receive:

"Guaranteed Critical Hit"
Upon combat this card will be presented and instead of a dice roll, For roleplay purposes the player will
be awarded a Critical hit . Can be only used once per Roleplay Scenario

*George & Gracie Tokens

Collect 10 George & Gracie Tokens and receive:

"No Lifeform Attack Award Card"
Upon combat this card will be presented and all attacks on your character by an alien non-intelligent 
lifeform, Mugato, Parasites, plants etc will be nullified for one round

*Q Tokens

Collect 10 Q Tokens and receive:

"Diplomacy and Negotiation Award Card"
This card allows a player to talk their way out of a bad situation. Can be used individually or as a 
group. Useful when an away team meets a hostile force with considerable danger. Can be only used 
once per Roleplay Scenario

*Ferenginar Tokens

Collect 10 Ferenginar Tokens and receive:

"Secret Stash Award Card"
This card allows a player to obtain a bonus of 5 BARS of gold Pressed Latinum for their use. Can be 
only used once per Roleplay Scenario

*Orion Tokens

Collect 10 Orion Tokens and receive:



"Assassin Award Card"
This card allows a player to initiate a bonus roll of combat dice BEFORE the combat round begins. No 
retaliation will be allowed by the target. Can be only used once per Roleplay Scenario

*Tal'Shiar Tokens

Collect 10 Tal'Shiar Tokens and receive:

"Infiltrate Award Card"
This card allows a player to sneak into a facility, structure or area without detection. Can be used 
individually or as a group. Useful when an away team cannot enter somewhere or has an overwhelming
force guarding it. Can be only used once per Roleplay Scenario

*Bat'leth Tokens

Collect 10 Bat'leth Tokens and receive:

"Guaranteed Critical Hit for Group"
Upon combat this card will be presented and instead of a dice roll, For roleplay purposes ALL players 
will be awarded a Critical hit for one round . Can be only used once per Roleplay Scenario

IN SUMMARY

The cards are used at the roleplayers discretion. There is no mandatory use of them. 

Cards can be traded. For reference the value of these cards are set at 1 BRICK (Yes BRICK) of GPL

To receive your Tokens, the process is the same as the Gold Pressed Latinum program, see the 
Quartermaster with your Completion form and you will be issued your token.

ROLEPLAY RESOURCES

USS Columbia Roleplay website:

www.usscolumbia.net

IN CONCLUSION

We are working as hard as we can to provide you with the ultimate Trek Roleplaying experience. All 
ideas are welcome and with all your support and creativity this will soon become Second Life's #1 
place to go for the Star Trek experience.



Get involved, get excited and ENJOY!

Happy Roleplaying!!!


